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Cynthia Anderson

Screwed

I’m on a tear
straightening shelves—

Out with the old!
Jars lined up, labeled.

I try to live
an orderly life—

nothing extra—
any moment,

ready to leave
for a better place

where no one wants
to shoot me.

Look what fell on the floor!
A cinnamon stick.

Over my shoulder,
my mother says,

Give me that knife
before you cut yourself.

She watches
while I open and shut

the little glass bottle
of my body.
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Katie Berta

CAVE

             I reason, Earth is short—
            And Anguish—absolute—

The earth is short. Reason
is short. Each person’s extends
up over her head, peters out
as the air gets thin. Above even
reason’s head: a night-black
expanse of something like
sky. Most of what is, up there,
is void. What seems sky
is void. What’s like the dark
you reach out into
so that you might
find a guiding wall
is empty.
What room is there
for reason here, edged out
by so much emptiness,
a plant overgrowing
its pot? The end of reason
isn’t the verdancy
of some overgrowing
wilderness—it is
the verdancy of this
overgrowing nothing,
a cavern with no bottom.
A cavern who swallows
the spelunker,
his tiny mind
a dot of light
that grows dimmer
and dimmer
the farther it travels
from the cave’s mouth.
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MATERIAL
 
I’m not the sort of person
who insists that her identity
would be intact
even if she were born
in another time.
To be me, you must look
into a night sky
and know, already,
most of what is
is void,
must have it confirmed
by science.

To one who knows that,
that particularly bright, almost yellow
star becomes a ball of gas
and fire, a site for chaos
looming over the earth
as if to engulf it. Else

a barren planet.

On the other hand,
that earlier version
would feel a dark sky
as she might the drapes
she reaches, from her
morning bed, to part.

For her, it is
a tactile life
obscuring, for a moment
only, the light behind it.
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Linda Bierds

          Nabokov’s Colored Hearing

                                --I present a fine case for colored hearing. 
                                …the color sensations seemed to be produced
                                by the very act of my orally forming a given
                                letter while I imagine its outline.—VN

Had my mother turned away from me
as I sat on the nursery floor, my alphabet blocks
leaning together in their unsteady towers,
had she laughed when I said their colors were wrong,
each raised wooden letter carved from some spectrum
I could not see, had my mother,
my fellow synesthete, not followed my eyes
as an m swelled in the air between us,
not listened as I said of its shape and sound,
“a fold of pink flannel”, had my mother not seen,
as I did, h as a brown shoelace,
or the z’s thundercloud blue,
I would never have closed my eyes at night
to watch anything more on my inner lids
than a brush of retinal dust,
never have followed my curious alphabet
as its letters released their mysteries:
now walnuts rustling in a canvas sack,
now mirrors, harps, clouds of small parrots,
now box after box of humming hives,
and, just before sleep, pale keepers in veils
lifting the frames through the smoke.
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          Poets of the Somme:  A Cento

And have we done with War at last?
The level evening falls
against the western sky
and the first meadow-flowers appear.

 What are we doing here?
Brother Lead and Sister Steel,
by wire and wood and stick we’re bound,
knit in the webbing of the rifle-thong.

When Spring comes round again this year
upon the shadowy river--
What are we doing here?--
and starlings in a wood,

and smothered ferns,
and white roads vanishing beneath the sky,
by all the glories of the day
we know that these are good:

slim poplars after rain,
unbroken in these ancient fields.

(sources:  Robert Graves, William Noel Hodgson, Alan Seeger, Wilfred Owen, Sigfried Sasoon)
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           Self Portrait, 2016:  A Fusion

                                  --Tonight & last night we began our Sugar campaign….the         
                                      most scientific way of catching moths.
                                                       --Virginia Woolf

                                   --The mysteries of mimicry had a special attraction for me.
                                                      --Vladimir Nabokov

 When they grew too thick,
the gradually darkening days,
when the months were too thick
and the olive and pink hummingbird moths
sank through the sparse lilacs—I was a child,
I could hear them thwirring—
everything shifted.  Not in an instant,
but steadily, as a specimen shifts
in a swab of ether.
                                    Frost, nightfall—
that steadier diminishment.
I sugared the tree trunks with rum and molasses. 
And although, each evening,
the cycle was always the same—
enchantment, deception, enchantment—still,
I would hold my face close to the bark
when my lantern first flared
and whatever moth was sipping the syrup
drew back its gray primaries
and flashed toward my partially lighted shape
two crimson underwing irises,
one hundred, no, five hundred times greater
than the moth’s own eyes.
                                                  Always the same--
I was a child, enchantment’s prey,
deception’s prey—how the eyes
had no corresponding body,
and the gray primaries lifted and fell,
lifted and fell, until the seen shape
and the shape I could not unsee
rose together to tap on my lantern.
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Fleda Brown

Dead Swan

Flattened angel in the marshiness
under the trees! One blue butterfly on top, opening
and closing , to inhale the last breaths of swan.

So, the surprise of this is past and I feel as if
I have to make something of it. You know the quick, quick
flash of light, then how it all feels as unconcerned
as recessed lighting?

There were Roman candles, the ones I held arm’s length,
the whoosh through their hollows, gunpowder jolt and color,
passed through my very own hands. Something in the swan,
the ruffle of it, the blasted and done of it,
 
and then the morning after, spent shells, acrid snake-trails
black along the sidewalk, what has to be dealt with
after beauty’s heart is gone.
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Dear Frida Kahlo

 Re: Self Portrait

I see you, what you want: the world inside out, framed, a ceremony of sealing the door. 
Like  Julian of Norwich in her 9 X 11 cell, flint walls, dirt floor covered with aromatic 
leaves and rushes. So close to dying while alive, so everlastingly straight-on. Looking at 
you looking at me, Frieda, is like dying. It is like gathering the taut men we’ve loved while 
our bodies broke, our hearts broke, gathering them to a mutual stillness. I half-wish you 
would let me let go, let go of me with your colors, your shadow moustache, your bleeding 
soul. I have suffered enough, myself. I am okay here, now. Let us leave issues of the soul 
to Julian. Let God take her below the prayers to the tender core where the trembling gates 
stand open. Let her squeeze down into a lozenge of herself someone could take and feel 
better, throat and nose opened, a hint of eucalyptus. You and I, God help us, do not wish to 
be cured.
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Dear Grant Wood

Re: American Gothic

Thank you for the sober couple, their plain faces, the gothic window with curtains made 
from the woman’s dress fabric, for the straight-up pitchfork, straight-up house-trim, straight-
up weathervane. Thank you for their eyes turned to the left and not toward me, for in this 
way they protect whatever is behind the eyes. And for their bodies, standing firmly in front 
of what they’ve made to stand for themselves: house, barn, geranium, upstanding succulent 
on the porch.  They are not going anywhere except to work and to church because they are 
wearing work and church clothes together, inseparable occupations. Thank you that they 
are not carrying placards to convince me of anything. That they have their own life, which, 
if not happy, is content, which is better than happy. Thank you for rectitude, for the kind of 
devotion that is entirely enactment, which needs no metaphor. Thank you for the metaphor 
of no metaphor, for the poetry that hasn’t even heard of philosophy, for the God that rounds 
all the trees in the background, as cushioning. Yet what is that you’ve put above the trees? 
A needle, a cellphone tower? We have wandered through the atmosphere to this place, we 
have organized ourselves to land here like aliens, and stay through, to see how to hold still, 
to actually live a life.
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Pollen

Pollen comes on, thick on
everything, sticky when it rains.

In our condo, dust from old plaster
coats the dark of furniture, and sifts

through sunlight. Nothing is fastened,
really, the universe not separate

from itself, seemingly flaking off but
how could it leave itself, each part

so dear, bought at the cost of
longing? The moon is so bright

tonight we can hardly sleep.
We have pulled it this far toward us

and no farther. This is how we are,
wanting, not wanting, as if

we were paddling upstream
in a current that holds us even

with one willow tree on shore.
The moon is moving away in spite

of us. So what were we thinking,
that we could be ourselves forever?
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Holaday Mason

Verzeihen

They know
tonight I’m not afraid
of their shadows —

darklings
who refuse me
their names silking

the corners of palm trees
lapping water
droplets splashing
from the long green hose 

A big doll
on a magnificent
bed of hours

gold threads at each juncture
rib     knee     sweet
skull of sugar egg shell

& glass-blown wrists —
their hymns
congregating singing

the way dogs do
at full moon, gathering
us all together

within the song
of the nimble summer air.

I don’t
really mind any of it—
medicine
blue midnight
sirens

under the water
of my blood—
nearly fused

with the beat cop’s 
race across town
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tearing
after another crime

I hear
everything —
They asked me
what color I wanted
my body

I told them
it was beautiful—
the night  

every door open
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Hag/Bear

So sad about your hip sockets mother— the
nails, the creak-creak of our hideous assignment.

The bird feeders do draw out rats.

We leave them empty.

Various petunias in their wooden boxes
simmer with heat.

Their humid petals hang.

We did not kill ourselves this day—five times
(while you added flax to the granola).

The ceiling fans spin the light around.

Our husbands both went somewhere, permanently.

Holy, holy, holy —the afternoon is so hot you lie naked
but still alive,

cover your breasts
at the same time you stare at mine,
slowly chewing your cuticles.

The man I want does not like, or just won’t say…I won’t repeat it.

Distance stops the skeleton in the mirror.
Naked, too— a moth catches in the curtains.

Afraid again, I forget I got over it once before— a moment ago.

I’ll try not to cut down all the trees
before you die—or immediately after.

And that short cotton shift dumb with dainty flowers you believe is so risqué?
No, I did not buy that for you.

My love is so flawed, I can’t even keep a dog; whereas,
important people go to heaven—

or some general direction of up.
Which is where I’ve left the pomegranate seeds— the scarlet necklace.
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Lynne Thompson

Faith
 
Often lost, I am where I am
    lost to time       unkept

waist lost—a waste—and my
virginity (over & oh      

ditto ego and the car keys, sweet
walking & my catholic faith, too)

The happy result: no loss feared

So what if the ballers lose again—
my game’s already lasted extra innings

I’ve lost rhythm &      
O.K. Africa, I will never lose

my rhythm or my penchant for losing
everything that never was mine
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Farewell, Laura Nyro

..the one who came runnin’…
goin’ to the moondock…
foot-slippin’ out the window…
Oh, sweet blindness!

I’m looking to be a moondock
woman of the world
or sweet blindness
walkin’ on god’s good side.

A woman of the world,
eyes lost in east wind skies,
walkin’ on god’s good side
in the hours of my cryin’ day—

eyes lost in east wind skies
but let the wind blow, Timer,
all the hours of my cryin’ day.
Windsong through barren trees,

but let the wind blow, Timer.
This?—only a farewell lovespell,
a windsong through barren trees
for love is surely gospel.

This is a farewell lovespell
for the ones who come runnin’
knowing love is surely gospel while
footslippin’ out the window.
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Unbridled Indiana

The desk clerk said better go early; it’s like Deliverance out there
when I asked for a map of Putnam County’s covered bridges
and was reminded of the unbridled dueling banjos
that underscore the movie of the same name.

But when I asked for a map of Putnam County’s covered bridges
all I really wanted was directions and
though I shook recalling the music from the movie of the same name,
I flung my grip into a rented Accord and drove off, way too fast,

confident all I really needed was directions
to Oakalla and Dunbar Bridges.
I flung my grip into a rented Accord and drove off—way too fast—
past Greencastle’s courthouse, the bank of Dillinger’s last coup, Walnut Creek—

looking for Oakalla and Dunbar Bridges,
looking for the kind of romance one just can’t find in the city
or Greencastle’s courthouse, the bank of Dillinger’s last coup or Walnut Creek
(the romance one might read about in Madame Bovary or Thomas & Beulah;

the kind of romance one just won’t find in the city
where, sometimes one falls victim to madness, or to death,
almost and inexactly the kind of romance in Madame Bovary and Thomas & Beulah),
the kind of romance that isn’t, lurking on Highway 231 after day goes dark,

where, I’ve heard, one may fall victim to madness or to death.
But my mind returns to two unbridled dueling banjos
and the kind of romance that isn’t lurking on any highway after day goes dark,
that the desk clerk said better go early; it’s like Deliverance out there.
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Everything but the Big Suit, Zara Kand
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JM: In a 2009 interview with The Atlantic, you said “My own life just doesn’t interest me very much as a subject 
for my poetry.” Can you talk a little about how poets who write mainly from personal experience might open their 
aperture?

LB: I could say “read widely and think metaphorically” but that implies that poets writing from personal 
experience aren’t already doing those things.  It also implies that I’m not drawn to poems that appear to draw from 
autobiography.  I’ve always been drawn to those poems.  I just don’t have the impulse for autobiography in my own 
work. 

JM: Our current national policies seem to be predicated on an embrace of brutal stupidity, the denial of observable 
facts, and a denouncement of decency. Given your specific interest in history, science, and powerful figures from 
our past, how has our country’s recent backward slide challenged your writing practice?

LB: In all of my books, I’ve written about historical figures whose achievements resonate metaphorically for me.  
I love to read about their lives, but I do that more to acquire the descriptive texture I need for my poems than to 
deepen my understanding of their characters.  I would never focus on someone I found ethically questionable, but 
I research individuals  primarily to learn about their work rather than to investigate their personal lives. 

I became interested in Alan Turing about four years ago when I saw an exhibit about him in the Science Museum 
in London.  I hadn’t known of him and was moved by his work with coding during WWII, his persecution as a  
homosexual, his presumed suicide.  That interest led to an exploration of types of coding in science and in poetry. 

Linda Bierds’ ninth book of poetry, Roget’s Illusion (Putnam’s, 2014) was longlisted for the 2014 National Book 
Award.  Her poems have appeared in numerous magazines and anthologies, including The Atlantic, The New 
Yorker, The Smithsonian,  and Poetry.

In addition to being awarded a MacArthur Foundation fellowship, Bierds has received the PEN/West Poetry Prize, 
the Washington State Governor’s Writers Award, the Consuelo Ford Award from the Poetry Society of America, 
four Pushcart Prizes, the Virginia Quarterly Review’s Emily Clark Balch Poetry Prize, and fellowships from the 
Artist Trust Foundation of Washington, the Ingram Merrill Foundation, the Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, 
the Rockefeller Foundation, and twice from the National Endowment for the Arts. 

She is the Grace Pollock Professor of Creative Writing at the University of Washington in Seattle and lives on 
Bainbridge Island. 

A Commitment to Striving:

an Interview with 

Linda Bierds
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My new manuscript, “The Hardy Tree”, includes many 
characters writing primarily in the years between WWI and 
WWII:  Vladimir Nabokov, Virginia Woolf, Thomas Hardy, 
Wilfred Owen, Sigfried Sasoon, Robert Graves and others.

During the last year, as our nation underwent its terrible 
backslide, I found that the poems in the book became more 
overtly political than ones I’ve written before.  The time frame 
remains primarily between the wars and does not directly 
address contemporary issues, but the stance and tone of 
many of the poems reflect my unhappiness with where we are 
as a nation: one poem is an erasure of Magna Carta, another 
is a mirror poem spoken by a prisoner of war, another explores the origins of power.

The three poems that I’m sending to you now are from “The Hardy Tree.”  “Nabokov’s Colored Hearing” is the first 
poem in the book.  Letters of the alphabet “spoke” to him in colors, a synesthetic code.  Turing as a child is the 
focus of the second poem, his use of the alphabet (I quote from his early letters home—he was in boarding school).  
Woolf at seventeen is in the first section, practicing her handwriting.  And Wilfred Owen remembering trying to 
make musical notes from blades of grass.

JM: I’m curious about your thoughts on the connections between growing as a reader and growing as a writer.

LB: I think that most writers would say that you can’t grow as a writer if you don’t grow as a reader.  I’m no 
exception.  I have 700 books of poetry in my home office and I subscribe to a handful of journals.  I haven’t read 
all 700 books but I have read quite a few of them.  I read the journals cover to cover.

I received my MFA in fiction but after graduation I found myself drawn to writing poetry.  I needed to expand my 
understanding of the art and checked out every book of contemporary poetry in our library on the University of 
Washington campus.  When I found individual poems that I loved, I studied them:  how did the choices the poet 
made in crafting the poem—lineation, form, structure, point of view, imagery patterns, duration, etc-- affect my 
experience of it?  I acquired a reading habit that I’ve maintained all of my writing life.

I should say, though, that as much as I’ve learned from studying the poetry of others, I rarely find my sources of 
inspiration there.  Insofar as my inspiration comes from reading, it’s from reading non-fiction, especially books 
and articles that focus on art, history and science. 

JM: Can you talk a little about the similarities and differences between teaching creative writing to undergraduates 
versus graduate students? 

LB: The most obvious responses, of course, have to do with each group’s degree of experience in writing poetry.  
But there are two general differences for me between undergraduate poetry students and graduate poetry students.  

Undergraduates, at least beginning, frequently feel that a poem 
has one right “meaning” and that it’s their job to find it.  They 
may understand after a few weeks of instruction that that isn’t 
the case, but some part of them believes it for years.  The other 
difference is the depth of their ability to think metaphorically.

“I received my MFA in fiction but after 
graduation I found myself drawn to 
writing poetry.  I needed to expand my 
understanding of the art and checked 
out every book of contemporary 
poetry in our library on the University 

of Washington campus. “ 

“Insofar as my inspiration comes 
from reading, it’s from reading 
non-fiction, especially books and 
articles that focus on art, history and 

science.”
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JM: Jumping back a moment, you said, “I research individuals 
primarily to learn about their work rather than to investigate 
their personal lives.” How do you navigate and/or balance 
writing from research with constructing persona? In other 
words, considering the fact that your subjects are dead, how 
do you shape a poem that considers both a person’s historical 
facts and what those facts tell us about that person?

LB: If there is one predominant feature that many of the 
figures on my persona poems share it is a commitment to 
striving.  By that I mean that they will spend so much of 
their lives putting calico caps on pea blossoms, or counting 
the filaments of the sun-dew plant, or stirring pitchblende 
for radium.  I try to put those figures—in the case of the 
examples I just gave, Mendel, Darwin and Curie—in domestic settings, surrounded by the objects—and people—I 
discovered in my research.  I hope that those settings might reflect the figure’s interior life. I find that I’m often 
drawn to thinking of the figures as children, and I love to read the childhood sections in their biographies.  What 
surrounded Curie as a child, or Turing, or Tolstoy, so often becomes metaphoric for me in creating the poem. 
Physical setting as symbol, in a way.

JM: I’m compelled by the temporal “double-jump” happening in both “Nabokov’s Colored Hearing” and “Self 
Portrait, 2016: A Fusion.” The first jump takes us to a relatively closer past, when the speakers are reflecting about a 
time even further back. The second jump takes us there. Can you talk about this technique? Is it especially freeing? 
Does it ever feel constricting?

LB: I’m not aware of the similar ways these poems unfold as a technique, although I know that I have structured 
several poems in that way.  I think that in many ways these poems follow a classic lyric arc, gradually increasing 
the tension until the “luminous” closure.  I knew that in both poems the “luminous” closure was an image farthest 
back in the temporal world of the poem.  And that the image needed to be relayed via an adult speaker reflecting 
on his or her childhood.  So, the image came first and inspired the poem.  I didn’t consciously decide in either case 
that I would use a technique, the poems just unfolded in a way that seemed right to me.  

JM: I’m really interested in those “types of coding in science and in poetry” you mentioned above. What has your 
research uncovered?

LB: When I mention types of coding in poetry I’m thinking in the most general way:  patterns and substitution—
how the entire world of the poem, its cadences, images, shape, allusions, metaphors is presented in a text that lies 
outside of its “inner meaning.”  As with an encrypted message, we receive these signals and, actively or passively, 
approach what isn’t said.  No research was necessary to come to that insight; every poet knows it.  What was exciting 
for me in writing the book was to find forms that truly enhanced a poem’s mission. So, as I mentioned before, I 
turned to the cento, the pantoum, the mirror poem, the matrix…one poem was structured on the Fibonacci 
numeric sequence.   

JM: What’s next for Linda Bierds?

LB: Now that my new book is drawing to a close, I anticipate that I’ll have a few years of writing poems that aren’t 
in conversation with one another because of a book’s predominant themes.  It’s an exciting time for me, and one 
that’s a little frightening, too, but I trust that the new poems will show me the direction to take.  I think of my 
favorite lines from Theodore Roethke:  “I wake to sleep and take the waking slow. / I learn by going where I have 
to go.”

“If there is one predominant feature 
that many of the figures on my persona 
poems share it is a commitment to 
striving.  By that I mean that they will 
spend so much of their lives putting 
calico caps on pea blossoms, or counting 
the filaments of the sun-dew plant, or 

stirring pitchblende for radium.”
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Private Ceremony, Zara Kand
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Cynthia Anderson lives in the Mojave Desert near Joshua Tree National Park. She attended the 
University of Pennsylvania as a Benjamin Franklin Scholar and studied literature at the College 
of Creative Studies, UC Santa Barbara. Her research on George Oppen’s archive was published 
in CONJUNCTIONS and Ironwood. In the 1980s and 1990s, she organized poetry events and 
festivals in Santa Barbara, California. Her poems have appeared in numerous journals and an-
thologies, including Askew, Dark Matter, Crab Creek Review, Inlandia: A Literary Journey, Split 
Rock Review, Origami Poems Project, Bearing the Mask: Southwestern Persona Poems (Dos Ga-
tos Press, 2016) and Nature and Regeneration (Contemporary Poetry Series, Corbel Stone Press, 
2017). Cynthia is the author of seven collections, the most recent being Waking Life (Cholla 
Needles, 2017). She co-edited the anthology A Bird Black As the Sun: California Poets on Crows 
& Ravens. www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com

Katie Berta has her PhD in poetry from Ohio University and her MFA from Arizona State. Her 
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Blackbird; BOAAT; The Laurel Review, Forklift, 
Ohio; and other journals.

Linda Bierds’ ninth book of poetry, Roget’s Illusion (Putnam’s, 2014) was longlisted for the 
2014 National Book Award.  Her poems have appeared in numerous magazines and anthologies, 
including The Atlantic, The New Yorker, The Smithsonian, and Poetry.
 
In addition to being awarded a MacArthur Foundation fellowship, Bierds has received the PEN/
West Poetry Prize, the Washington State Governor’s Writers Award, the Consuelo Ford Award 
from the Poetry Society of America, four Pushcart Prizes, the Virginia Quarterly Review’s Emily 
Clark Balch Poetry Prize, and fellowships from the Artist Trust Foundation of Washington, the 
Ingram Merrill Foundation, the Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, 
and twice from the National Endowment for the Arts. She is the Grace Pollock Professor of Cre-
ative Writing at the University of Washington in Seattle and lives on Bainbridge Island.

Fleda Brown’s The Woods Are On Fire: New & Selected Poems, was chosen by Ted Kooser for 
his University of Nebraska poetry series in 2017. She has nine previous collections of poems. Her 
work has twice appeared in The Best American Poetry and has won a Pushcart Prize, the Felix 
Pollak Prize, the Philip Levine Prize, and the Great Lakes Colleges New Writer’s Award, and 
has twice been a finalist for the National Poetry Series. Her memoir, Driving With Dvorak, was 
published in 2010 by the University of Nebraska Press. She is professor emerita at the University 
of Delaware, where she directed the Poets in the Schools program. She was poet laureate of Dela-
ware from 2001-07. She now lives with her husband, Jerry Beasley, in Traverse City, Michigan, 
and is on the faculty of the Rainier Writing Workshop, a low-residency MFA program in Tacoma, 
Washington.

www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com


Lynne Thompson is the author of Start With a Small Guitar and Beg No Pardon, winner of the 
Perugia Book Award and the Great Lakes Colleges New Writers Award. In 2017, Thompson won 
the Tucson Festival of Books Literary Award (poetry) and the Tucson Festival of Books Literary 
Award (poetry). Recent work appears or is forthcoming in Salamander, Prairie Schooner, Crab 
Creek Review, Poetry, and the anthology Nasty Women Poets, An Anthology of Subversive Verse.

Holaday Mason-- author of The Red Bowl: A Fable in Poems, (Red Hen Press 2016), The “She” 
Series: A Venice Correspondence (with Sarah Maclay, What Books Press, 016), Towards the 
Forest, 2007, Dissolve, 2011 (New River Press) & two chapbooks. “ The Weaver’s Body” was 
finalist, honorable mention for 014 Dorset Prize & her chapbook,“ Transparency” was finalist for 
the Snowbound 2015. With three Pushcarts nominations, widely published in journals including 
Poetry International, Spillway, Pool, American Poetry, co- editor of Echo 68, poetry editor of 
Mentalshoes.com., she is also a fine art & intimate portrait photographer showing the beauty of 
aging. www.holadaymason.com 

Zara Kand has lived in many parts of the world and exhibited throughout the US. She currently 
lives in the California high desert where she spends most of her time painting, gallery directing, 
and encouraging people to read books.
 
She is currently the co-owner of Space Cowboy Books in Joshua Tree, CA and co-director of 
Gallery 62 in Joshua Tree, CA.
 
http://zarakand.com
http://spacecowboybooks.com
http://gallery62.org
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http://zarakand.com 
http://spacecowboybooks.com 
http://gallery62.org



